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18/09/05 TT No.48: Paul Roth - Lincoln Moorland (NCEL1)  

Lincoln Moorlands v Nettleham; F.A.Vase 1st Qualifying round; Res: 4-1; 

Programme: £1; Entry: £5; Attendance: 90 

Our days always start at about 5.30am when our beloved Persian cat "Ben" wakes 

us up. So, it was a change to awaken him from his slumbers when I got out of bed 

at 4.45am to set off on my trip to Lincoln! This is certainly one drawback living 

where we do. A train trip I felt was in order this week as the car has been taking 

quite a pounding of late. Also, I could have a few beers! 

So, from Margate to Victoria and Kings Cross to Lincoln via Newark I was in the city 

at 11.30 and ready to tackle the eight pubs in the new GBG I had not frequented 

before. And what an excellent trip round it was in the glorious autumnal sunshine. 

Also, I must mention what a lovely city Lincoln is, especially up in the old town 

around the cathedral, although a tad hilly! 

So, to the football! Moorlands' Newark Road ground is about a mile and a half south 

of the city and the entrance is just a signed gap which could be easy to miss if 

driving past. The ground is in fact a lovely surprise as it opens out to the left and 

has quite a rustic feel to it. Standing behind the far goal looking back it is lovely to 

see rolling hills in the distance, yet so near to the City centre. There are two 

stands, one on each side of the ground and the floodlight pylons have been painted 

Lincoln green, despite the homesters playing in light blue! The clubhouse lies 

outside the ground and is well worth a visit as it has a couple of beers on 

handpump. The tea bar has a very limited range of goodies to tempt the starving. 

After reading the newsy 20-page programme - one thing to my chagrin I spotted 

was that this was the 1st club in this league I had visited so I have a bit of work to 

do. The game got underway with Moorlands taking the lead in the 2nd minute. This 

was to set the trend as Nettleham were always second best and were lucky to bow 

out of this term's vase by only 4 goals to 1. 

Walking back into the city I had a couple more pints, a welcome bag of cod, chips 

and peas and returned back to Margate, sharing the journey part of the way with 

jubilant Peterborough fans who had just seen their heroes win 2-1 at Sincil Bank. 

Arriving home at midnight I was not too amazed to find "Ben" unconscious on our 

bed and praying he would not be up at the crack of dawn as usual. 

For those few who are interested, as it was a train day, 18855 steps!!  
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